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Abstract— Many security primitives are settled on hard mathematical problems. Via hard AI problems for security is
emerging as an exciting novel paradigm, but has been underexplored. In this paper, we present a new security
primitive setteled on hard AI problems, specifically, a novel family of graphical password systems settled on topmost of
Captcha technology, which we call Captcha as graphical passwords (CaRPAI). CaRPAI is together a Captcha and a
graphical password scheme. CaRPAI reports a amount of security problems altogether, such as online guessing
attacks, relay attacks, and, if pooled with dual-view technologies, shoulder-surﬁng attacks. Remarkably, a CaRPAI
password can be establish single probabilistically by automatic online guessing attacks even if the password is in the
search set. CaRPAI too offers a new approach to address the familiar image hotspot problem in standard graphical
password systems, such as PassPoints, that often leads to weak password selections. CaRPAI is nothing a panacea,
but it deals reasonable security and usability and seems to ﬁt well with some real-world applications for improving
online security.
Keywords —Graphical password, password,CaRPAI, Captcha, dictionary attack, password guessing attack, security
primitive.
I. INTRODUCTION
A NECESSARY task in security is to generate cryptographic primitives settled on hard mathematical problems that are
computationally stubborn. For example, the problem of integer factorization is essential to the RSA public-key
cryptosystem and the Rabin encryption. The distinct logarithm problem is fundamental to the ElGamal encryption, the
Diffie-Hellman key exchange, the Digital Signature Algorithm, the elliptic curve cryptography and so on.
Via hard AI (Artificial Intelligence) problems for security, initially proposed in [1], is a stimulating fresh paradigm.
Under this paradigm, the most prominent primitive invented is Captcha, which distinguishes human users from
computers aside offering a challenge, i.e., a puzzle, beyond the ability of computers but casual for humans. Captcha is
now a standardized Internet security technique to shelter online email and other services from being misused by bots.
However, this new paradigm has accomplished just a limited accomplishment as comparability with the cryptographic
primitives settled on hard math problems and their wide applications. Is is possible to build any new security primitive
setteled on hard AI problems? This is a challenging and exciting open problem. In this paper, we introduce a new
security primitive founded on hard AI problems, namely, a new unit of graphical password systems incorporate Captcha
technology, which we call CaRPAI (Captcha as graphical Passwords). CaRPAI is click-settled graphical passwords,
where a series of clicks on an image is used to derive a password. Unlike further click-settled graphical passwords,
images used in CaRPAI are Captcha challenges, and a new CaRPAI image is created for every login try. The idea of
CaRPAI is simple but generic. CaRPAI can have several instantiations. In theory, any Captcha scheme relying on
multiple-object cataloging can be converted to a CaRPAI scheme. We present standard CaRPAI settled on both text
Captcha and image-recognition Captcha. One of them is a text CaRPAI in which a password is a sequence of characters
like a text password, but entered by clicking the right character sequence on CaRPAI images. CaRPAI offers protection
beside online dictionary attacks on passwords, which have been for time-consuming time a major security threat for
several online services. This threat is pervasive and considered as a top cyber security hazard [2]. Defense against online
dictionary attacks is a other subtle problem than it might appear. Intuitive countermeasures such as throttling logon tries
do not effort well for two reasons:
1) It origins denial-of-service attacks (which were exploited to lock uppermost bidders out in concluding minutes
of eBay auctions [3]) and incurs costly helpdesk costs for account reactivation.
2) It is vulnerable to universal password attacks [4] whereby adversaries intend to break into some account instead
of a exact one, and thus try for each one password candidate on multiple accounts and confirm that the number
of trials on each account is at a lower place to the threshold to running away triggering account lockout.
CaRPAI also proposals protection against relay attacks, an accelerative threat to bypass Captchas security,
wherein Captcha challenges are relayed to humans to puzzle out. Koobface [5] was a relay attack to bypass
Facebook‟s Captcha in building fresh accounts. CaRPAI is robust to shoulder-surfing attacks if joined with
dual-view technologies. CaRPAI needs solving a Captcha challenge in all login. This impact on serviceability
can be mitigated by adapting the CaRPAI image‟s effort level settled on the login history of the account and the
machine
used
to
log
in.
Typical
application
premise
for
CaRPAI
include:
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1. CaRPAI can be applied on touch-screen devices whereon keying passwords is cumbersome, esp. for secure
Internet applications such as e-banks. Various e-banking systems have applied Captchas in user logins [6]. For
example, ICBC (www.icbc.com.cn), the biggest bank in the world, requires solving a Captcha challenge for
every login attempt.
2. CaRPAI growths spammer‟s operational cost and thus helps reduce spam emails. For an email service
provider that deploys CaRPAI , a spam bot cannot log into an email account even if it knows the password.
Instead, human involvement is essential to access an account. If CaRPAI is collective with a policy to throttle
the number of emails sent to new recipients per login session, a spam bot can send only a restricted number of
emails before asking human assistance for login, leading to compact outbound spam traffic.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Graphical Password:
Graphical password have been proposed as a potential alternative to text based, inspired particularly by the detail that
humans can recall pictures well than text. In a guessing attack, a password guess verified in an does not successful trial is
determined wrong and omitted from subsequent trials. The number of uncertain password guesses decreases with
additional trials, leading to a greatest chance of finding the password these graphical passwords can be classified into
three type‟s recognition Based graphical techniques; recall based graphical techniques, cued recall graphical techniques.
1) Recognition Based technique: Recongnition Settled technique is user choice a portfolio or listing of
expression from a information in creating a password. These techniques are made of strong password. And keep the
secure database. Recognition Settled process have various rounds are perennial, each round with a various panel. A
successful login requires right selection in each round. The collection of images in a panel remains the same between
logins, but their locations are different. Is also similar but uses a large set of computer enerated “dynamic-art” images.
Reasoning Authentication [7] requires a user to generate a path through a panel of images as follows: preliminary from
the top-left image, moving bottom if the image is in her list, or right then. The user determine among decoys the row or
column label that the way finishing.
2) Recall based graphical techniques: Recall settled graphical techniques are a user draws her password on a
2D grid. The system encodes the series of grid sell on the drawing path as user drawn password. A recall-based graphical
technique requires a user to generate the same interaction result without cueing. Draw-A-Secret [8] was the first recallbased graphical password proposed. A user draws her password on a 2D grid. The system encodes the sequence of grid
cells on the drawing path as a user drawn password. Pass-Go [9] increases Draw-A-Secret utility by encoding the grid
intersection points instead than the grid cell [10] adds view images to Draw-A-Secret to support users to create powerful
passwords.
3) Cued recall graphical techniques: Cued recall graphical techniques it uses passpoint technique where in a
user clicks a sequence of points anywhere on an image in creating a password and re-clicks same sequence during
authentication. In cued-recall graphical techniques an outside cue is provided to help remember and enter a password.
Cued Click Points (CCP) [11] is like to Pass Points but usages one image per click, with the next image certain by a
deterministic function. Convincing Cued Click Points (PCCP) [12] encompasses Cued Click Points by requiring a user
to select a point inside a randomly positioned viewport when creating a password, resulting in dynamically spread clickpoints in a password.
B. Captcha:
Captcha are used to provide high security and protect sensitive user inputs on an unauthorized user. In this plan are
secure the communication channel between user and web server from key loggers and spyware. CARP has main purpose
for secure data and does not guessing attacks. Captcha is an single of another thing that are used for organized with a text
or graphical password. Graphical password is very important factor in CARP. There is different kind of attacks for eg.
Dictionary attack, guessing attack, man in middle attack, DOS attack etc. Captcha trusts on the gap of capabilities
between users and bots in resolution certain hard AI problems. On that point are two kind of visual Captcha: text Captcha
and Image-Recognition Captcha (IRC). The preceding trusts on character recognition while the latter trust on
identification of non-character goal. Text based Captcha must rely on the difficulty of character segmentation which is
computationally costly and combinatorially. Text based Captcha are strong password by combination of
alphabets ,numbers or special symbols. Second type of captcha is combination of two or more images. Multi-label
grouping problems are considered more difficult than binary classification problems. Captcha can be avoided through
relay attacks whereby Captcha challenges are relayed to human solvers, whose answers are fed back to the targeted
application.
C. Captcha in Authentication
capcha authentication is usages both Captcha and password in a user authentication protocol, which we call Captchabased Password Authentication protocol, to security online dictionary attacks.The Captcha-based Password
Authentication protocol -protocol in [4] needs resolving a Captcha challenge after inputting a valid pair of user ID and
password without a usable browser cookie is received.
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D. Captcha As Graphical Password
1) A New Way to Thwart Guessing Attacks: In a guessing attack, a password guess tested in an failed trial is
determined wrong and excluded from subsequent trials. The number of uncertain password guesses decreases with more
trials, leading to a well chance of discovery the password.
2) CaRPAI: An Overview: In CaRPAI, a new image is created for every login attempt , even for the same user.
CaRPAI schemes are clicked-setteledgraphical passwords. Rendering to the memory tasks in memorizing and entering a
password, CaRPAI schemes can be categorized into two categories: recognition and a new type.
3)User Authentication with CaRPAI Schemes: A CaRPAI password is a sequence of visual object IDs or
clickable-points of visual objects that the user chooses. Upon receiving a login request, authentication request produces a
CaRPAI image, records the places of the objects in the image, then sends the image to the user to click her password.
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
Graphical Password was formerly defined by Blonder (1996).In graphical passwords techniques are classified into two
main kinds: recognition-setteled and recall setteled graphical techniques. In Recognition setteled techniques, a user is
existing with a set of images and the user passes the verification by recognizing and finding the images he selected
during the registration stage. In recall setteled graphical password, a user is asked to replicate something that he/she
created or selected earlier throughout registration phase [13].Existing System is created on recognition techniques in that
A. Click Text and Animal Grid two method familiarize. A. Click Text In this method 33 Capital Letters excluding I, J, O,
and Z digits except 0 and 1, and three special characters #,@,and &.The last three characters is used to balance the safety.
Characters were prepared in 5 rows. Each character was randomly swap from -30 degree to 30 degree and scaled from
60% to 120%.Neighboring characters could overlay up to 3 pixels [14].
IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM / ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

Fig 1: Block diagram of proposed System.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied CaRPAI, a new security primitive depend on on unsolved hard AI problems. CaRPAI is together
a Captcha and a graphical password scheme. The notion of CaRPAI presents a new family of graphical passwords, which
accepts a new approach to counter online guessing attacks: a different CaRPAI image, which is too a Captcha challenge,
is used for each login attempt to create trials of an online guessing attack computationally self-governing of each other. A
password of CaRPAI can be found single probabilistically by automatic online guessing attacks with brute-force attacks,
a desired security property that further graphical password schemes lack. Hotspots in CaRPAI images can no extend be
exploited to mount automatic online guessing attacks, an inherent vulnerability in numerous graphical password systems.
CaRPAI forces adversaries to resort to significantly fewer efficient and much extra costly human-setteled attacks. In
addition to offering security from online guessing attacks, CaRPAI is too resistant to Captcha relay attacks, and, if
collective with dual-view technologies, shoulder-surfing attacks. CaRPAI can as well support reduce spam emails sent
from a Web email service.Our usability study of two CaRPAI patterns we have fulfilled is encouraging. For example,
further participants considered AnimalGrid and ClickText easier to use than PassPoints and a mixture of text password
and Captcha. Together AnimalGrid and ClickText had well password memorability than the conventional text passwords.
On the further hand, the usability of CaRPAI can be added improved by using images of different levels of difﬁculty
setteled on the login history of the user plus the machine used to log in. The best tradeoff among security and usability
remains an open question for CaRPAI, and supplementary studies are needed to reﬁne CaRPAI for real
deployments.Whole, our work is one phase forward in the paradigm of with hard AI problems forsecurity. Of reasonable
security and usability and real-world applications, CaRPAI has well prospective for refinements, which call for valuable
future work. More essentially, we expect CaRPAI to motivate new inventions of such AI setteled security primitives.
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